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MINI-ETHNOGRAPHY 

The Hoop: Wellesley, informal. 

 
The Hoop is a student-run coop on the Wellesley College campus in the basement of the Lulu                 

Chow Wang student center. Founded in 1981, the Hoop has been a part of the student experience at                  

Wellesley for many years and gets its name from originally selling the Hoops used for Wellesley’s traditional                 

hoop-rolling competition. Today it is still a popular destination amongst students and serves snacks and               

drinks from 7 PM till 1 AM during the weekdays with extended hours during weekends. In this paper, I use                    

Clifford Geertz’ interpretative and methodological concept of ‘thick description’ to examine following            

simple research question: What draws students to come to the Hoop? ‘Thick description’ emphasizes              

the ethnographers responsibility to not only examine and analyze behavior but to do so with analytical                

reference to the context of the people she is studying and the context of the behavior being observed, this                   

approach involves gaining an insider’s point of view on their surroundings and reflecting on one’s position                

within the given context.  

This study argues that The Hoop, in addition to being the sole on-campus food-provider past 10 PM,                 

creates a uniquely common space – physically and socio-culturally - for students of diverse backgrounds. In                

this paper, I focus on symbolic and material factors in the environment created by the staff and the                  

physical space of The Hoop and how it affects or even reflects itself on the clientele and the staff.  

To gather the qualitative data I needed for my study I decided to start by familiarizing myself with the                   

space by doing ‘participant observation’ on a weekday evening at The Hoop. Participant observation is a                

common fieldwork method among social scientists, especially Anthropologists, where the researcher is not             

merely an outsider observing and recording the social context and people she is studying, but she is an                  

attentive participant in the social happenings, it is meant to give the researcher an experiential insider’s                

experience of their surroundings.  

I had been to The Hoop before, but never with the intent to really observe the environment. I sat at a                     

corner table with my laptop and took in my surroundings taking note of how the café is arranged, how                   

many people are at the café and how they interact with each other. It was easy for me to blend into my                      
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environment as many other students had their laptops out and were also typing just like me. Participant                 

observation at a café does not necessarily involve very much ‘interaction’ or ‘participation’ so to speak. It                 

allowed me to take a close look at the people at the Hoop, the space of the café and the details of the                       

decorations, but I felt that any conclusions I would make solely based on my observations would be more                  

indicative of what leads me personally to the Hoop, rather than what leads students in general there.                 

Although the factors that drew me to this place might resonate with other students, this would be a very                   

subjective view based on little qualitative data and formed within my own frame of reference. Additionally                

as a first-year and an international student I am in different ways a ‘stranger’ to this community still and                   

have yet to understand the Wellesley community and to get to know more students on campus as well as                   

integrate myself within the social scene. I have also only been to The Hoop three or four times before                   

going to observe it, as opposed to an older student who has been to The Hoop more frequently and at                    

different times of the year etc.  

I decided to interview a Hoopie (name given to staff at The Hoop) to be able to get more of an inside view                       

on the culture of the co-op. I interviewed SK, a sophomore who is in her second semester of working at                    

The Hoop. I met her at her dorm, it was easy for me to set up the interview as I knew her from another                        

organization on campus which we are both involved in. The interview was more of a relaxed conversation,                 

I came with some questions I had prepared, asking her about the reasons she applied to The Hoop and                   

what she liked about it, I also asked about the staff and the clientele and the character and atmosphere of                    

The Hoop, many additional questions came up during our conversation based on her responses. Although               

I felt she was quite relaxed during our conversation because she knew me, some questions caused some                 

hesitation I believe because I had previously told her I am interested in applying to The Hoop and she did                    

not want to accidently reveal something that would give me an advantage, especially when it came to                 

questions regarding her application and the staff make-up. However, this was not very restrictive to our                

conversation.  

Some weeks later, I participated in a solidarity open space event for students of color which was held at the                    

Hoop and was organized and attended by many Hoopies and Hoop clients. I was a full participant as an                   

attendee of this event, which helped illustrate the points that my informant was making during our                

interview about the position she believes the Hoop holds at Wellesley. I hadn’t gone with the intention of                  

using this as part of my research, but once I got there I realized how relevant it is to this paper.  
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Based on the observations and the qualitative data gathered from my interview with a Hoopie, the                

solidarity meeting, as well as overall background information I have gathered throughout the six weeks I’ve                

spent at Wellesley talking and interacting with other students, I focus my analytical approach on placing                

The Hoop within Wellesley and its community. I have concluded that students are drawn to The Hoop                 

because it serves several functions within the community: a) provider of late-night food, b) a place to ‘chill’                  

and c) a socially-diverse and accepting informal place to gather. 

Wellesley’s provider of late night munchies and caffeine  

One of the biggest reasons, my informant SK stated, for people coming to The Hoop is the fact that it is                     

open past 10 PM, the time when even the late-night student dining halls close. Except for vending                 

machines (and the expensive nearby town of Wellesley), it is the only place to get food so late during the                    

night. According to their Youtube videos they also try to cater to student’s needs by having delivery                 

services during finals. SK spoke to me about the kind of food they serve ‘mostly comfort-food’ she                 

explained, ‘we have a veggie platter, but nobody ever orders it.’ I tried the food myself and decided to order                    

nachos which Hoopies have told me is the most popular order. Typical orders also include pizza bagles,                 

ramen noodles, Nutella croissants and peanut butter apple platters, as well as, of course, coffee.  

Wellesley, slowed-down 

When entering The Hoop as a student who has had a long hard day, you do sense the difference between                    

Wellesley College’s general atmosphere and this little space in the basement of Lulu. Chill indie music is                 

always playing in the background, students sit around alone or in groups, on the couches and in the cozy                   

corners, some bundled up in cushions, others loosely sitting on a wooden chair with their shoes off.  

Interpretive anthropology focuses on decoding the social codes and symbols, the so-called ‘shared             

meaning’ (Geertz) amongst a group of people. Different spaces and locations on the Wellesley campus are                

associated with different social expectations and codes of behavior. Common spaces in residence halls are               

often used for quiet studying or reserved for org meetings/special events, it is expected of you to usually be                   

quiet in those spaces and is therefore also socially accepted that if you are studying, to ask people to be                    

quiet. In dining halls, however, it would seem odd if a student asks you to be quiet because it is not within                      

the ‘shared meaning’ of that space to be quiet.  
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The Hoop represents a place to slow-down and chill as SK put it:  

“Wellesley is overall very competitive, people are very engrossed in academics and move around              

campus at hundred miles an hour. The hoop offers the space to sit back and chill and relax. It give                    

a different vibe, everyone’s tired and doesn’t really wanna work. “ 

She also stated that it is different from ‘El-table’, the other student-run café on campus, which is open                  

during the day and visited by students and professors. SK explained that because it’s during the day, you                  

are more likely thinking about work and your professors might be there, it gives El-Table a “different                 

vibe”. The Hoop, on the other hand, is more student-centered in her opinion. SK believes students would                 

be less comfortable if professors would come in so often to The Hoop, especially with pub nights and                  

drinking happening close by. “It’s a small, intimate space for all and any students.” 

A blend of identities and stories 

‘Have you noticed how none of the chairs matched?’ SK asked me when I said I wanted to know more                    

about what she thought of the space and its decoration. I had noticed, in fact it was one of my first                     

observations. All the furniture in The Hoop doesn’t match, but somehow it fits together and SK brought                 

up an interesting parallel explaining to me that The Hoop is very much like a bric-a-brac aesthetically, but it                   

is also a space that brings together students from different cliques and groups and social circles into the                  

same space.  

An important part of interpretive anthropology is developing an understanding of how people interpret              

themselves and each other and how they interpret their experiences. My experience at the POC (people of                 

color) solidarity meeting organized by many Hoopies and hosted by the café outside of their regular                

working hours, really shed light on the following statement my informant made about the Hoop during our                 

interview:  

“The hoop is a feminist space, it’s also very lgbtq+-friendly. Our goal is to make it a safe inclusive                   

space for everyone; for every person of color and everyone in the lgbtq+ community. So that as                 

much people as possible can feel comfortable especially people who are a minority or are               

marginalized in Wellesley in general. We make it a very safe space, well, we strive to… I can’t really                   

be objective.” 
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Wellesley’s big social gatherings happen most often within formalized spaces: categorized and organized,             

like student-orgs, classrooms, clubs and councils. The POC solidarity meeting was very different in those               

aspects, it was a big informal gathering, at first students talked in groups organized at random and then all                   

came together and discussed what they would like Wellesley to look like and in what areas the college needs                   

to be more accepting, be more supportive and more accommodative to their needs. The Hoop holds a                 

position similar to that meeting, it is a place of informality, of freedom and acceptance of the other.  

Towards the end of the interview SK added that “every object in the space has a story, it’s a bit like a                      

bric-a-brac. Little things that come from different places which don’t fit but do somehow. There’s no                

homogenization. There are Student-made murals, there’s always art and a nice vibe.” And “There isn’t               

really a ‘type of client or Hoopie’. It’s a quirky place. If there’s one character – everyone’s kinda quirky! Not                    

very type A.” 
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APPENDIX:  

(Fieldwork notes – for reference) 

Notes for miniethnography 

I came to the hoop at around 11 PM and stayed until closing time at 1 AM. I first sat in the corner table as the others 

were filled with people, the hoop was very active at the time. There was a large group of people sitting in the 

common area presumably having a meeting they seemed to be discussing something. Other people sat surrounding 

the big group doing their own thing but for some it was unclear if they were part of the group or not. The individual 

tables had people either with open books or laptops or just sitting and chatting with each other there were 3 people 

working the kitchen and later closer to closing time one person left. Some people ordered nachos, I ordered the 

same, others ordered sweet deserts like apple and peanut butter, many people were drinking coffee. I spot male 

visitor.  

The atmosphere was set by the chill indie music playing in the background, the decoration at the hoop also gives it a 

certain feel of informality the walls are painted at random there are many student paintings and vintagelooking 

things, posters and LGBT posters and LGBT flag, it seems extremely LGBT friendly seen in the decorations, there are 

several pamphlets advertising this place as a safe space. The upkeep is interesting, tables have drawings and stickers 

markings, the furniture doesn’t match each other there are random chairs here and there around the same table 

there is several comfortable spots in the hoop.  

People speak to each other the staff is very friendly people seem to be familiar with each other and very comfortable 

to be here, just chilling sitting in comfortable positions taking off their shoes  

 

Interview questions: 

● Basic Info: Name, year, where are you from, what is your major/potential Major? 

*SK, 2018, Lebanon/Kuweit, Neuro/Philo? 

● How long have you worked at the hoop? 

Second semester working at the hoop  

● What made you apply to the hoop? 

A space she enjoys being in and I applied with my friend but I honestly applied cause the application was 

very very funny  

● What is your favorite thing about the hoop? 

Favorite thing: the people who work there and the people who come in, great way to interact with people 

Wellesley can be cliquey and it’s a nice way to talk to different people 

● What kind of student you think works at the hoop? What are their interest? Is there a certain personality 

type character? 

Pretty diverse, no type.. from straight white people in psych to queer of color very diverse interest, make it a 

point to take different people – how many people? 17 people  

● Are staff friends? 

Some are closer, everyone’s very friendly very supportive, we don’t see each other outside  

● What kind of person comes to the hoop? Who would stand out and why? 

No one would stand out, clientele, mixed and diverse passed a certain hour, when the hoop opens, usually 

close friends of the hoop, most of the time it’s very diverse , strive to make it as accepting and comfortable 
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for everyone as we can, for minorities a safe space – this semester working with orgs especially geared 

towards minorities 

● What character does the hoop have as a whole? 

Very stress free, chill space people are sitting and reading , sitting and working, you can work at the hoop, 

chill space relax disconnect, in very competitive environment that is Wellesley 

● Different to Wellesley? 

W very overall competitive, very engrossed in academics going a hundered miles an hour,  

The hoop offers the space to sit back and chill and relax big things that makes it so different is that it serves 

food so late at night, give a different vibe everyone’s tired doesn’t wanna work, different from eltable – a 

day ting  thinking about work , professors are there, hoop is very studentcentered eltable has a different 

vibe,  

Studentcentered: students would be less comfortable if proff would come in so often, especially with pub 

night drinking etc. it is a smaller space, another thing open when the pub is open lot of drunk students, 

affect the environment  

● What is the history of the Hoop?  

Student center in shneider underground, shut down cause of money problems, now in lulu, always served 

nachos, the furniture, obscure the void – why is it called the hoop, we sell hoops for hoop rolling  

● Is there anything you dislike about the hoop? Why? 

No, I would change: clean up the space, bit of a mess, mostly cause you can’t clean the whole space out etc. 

junk laying around  

● The space: it’s very put together by the students, we rarely buy things, every object has a story, bricabrac, 

little things that come from different places don’t fit but do, no homogenization , it fits nicely , student done 

murals , always art , nice vibe, quirky, If there’s one character – everyone’s kinda quirky! Not very type A! 

● What does the hoop serve? Is there anything special for the hoop? 

My favorite: pizza bagel for savory and Nutella croissant for sweet 

Most sold one is nachos all comfort food, no one orders veggies platter , junk food that you shouldn’t be 

eating comfort food 

● I like preparing: dessert sandwich croissant with bree or Nutella and then apple, honey almonds, never eaten 

one theyre very common don’t like making super nachos, 3 layers cheese bean dip paprika  garlic olives 

halapinios, no one enjoys it  

● What are favorites/ fun stories at the hoop?  

 Drunk frat boys from parties askingis there beef? 

 Nachos and Nutella  

 Weirdest item: pizza nachos – the black hole, so much crap, ken barbie doll, dining hall chair  

● The hoop is a feminist space, also lgbt accepting, our goal is to make it a very person of color + lgbt safe 

space, as much people as we can feel comfortable, minority, marginalized in Wellesley in general, make it a 

very safe space, we strive to.. can’t be objective  

● Yikyak, you need to be a certain queer person blabla, Selma thinks not true, very different gender 

identification different interest, econ major neuro, don’t think that the people they hire are very cliquey they 

don’t hire each other’s friends etc, not elitist not exclusive as possible…  

 


